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Outline

• What’s broken? 
• What are the different types of impairments that characterize 

degraded streams? What causes streams to be degraded?

• Beaver Conservation and Management
• How can beaver help restore degraded streams?
• How can WE help them help us?

• Tools of the Trade
• What specific strategies and techniques can we use when 

‘partnering’ with beaver?

• Bridge Creek, OR: Case Study

• BRAT
• Questions and troubleshooting

• Anything else?



Utah Streams and Rivers

• We have over 85,000 miles 
of rivers and streams 
• 81% (65,000 miles) are 

non-perennial
• 16,000 miles perennial

• Today…
At least 43% of streams are 
impaired

• Historically… 
Beaver were everywhere

http://ofmpub.epa.gov/waters10/attains_state.control?p_state=UT


WHAT’S BROKEN (RIVERSCAPE-CENTRIC)?

• Hydrology
• Natural Flow Regime 

• Connectivity
• Increase or decrease in lateral and 

longitudinal connectivity

• Riparian zone & Wetland loss and 
degradation

• Water Quality

• Degraded Habitats
• Loss of physical complexity in aquatic, 

riparian and upland habitats

• Threatened & Endangered Species



What causes a river to be in poor condition?

• Urbanization

• Overgrazing

• Removal of woody debris

• Removal of beaver dams

• Logging

• Mining

• Legacy impacts



How do we deal with it?

“…when phases 4 
and 5 are completed, 
over a mile of creek 
will have been 
restored.”

~76,000  
miles of 
wadeable
streams in fair 
or poor 
condition

• Highly engineered solutions, expensive, limited 
spatial extent

• “Tonka Toys” 

Bair, B., 2005. Stream 
Restoration Cost Estimates. 
USDA Forest Service



Super beaver to the rescue ?

• To maintain complex (aka messy) habitat, 
we need dynamic streams

• How can we restore dynamism?



BEAVER: DRIVER OF  THE RIVER DISCONTINUUM



THE BEAVER RESTORATION GUIDEBOOK

Look familiar?

http://www.fws.gov/oregonfwo/ToolsForLandowners/RiverScience/Beaver.asp
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/261215514_Using_Beaver_Dams_to_Restore_Incised_Stream_Ecosystems


BEAVER RESTORATION TOOLBOX
• Prepared by Kirk Malcom @ 

USFS
• Annotated Bibliography and 

links 

Available from: 
http://www.martinezbeavers.org/wordpress/wp-
content/uploads/2013/10/Beaver-Restoration-Toolbox-
Karl-Malcolm-2013.pdf

http://www.martinezbeavers.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Beaver-Restoration-Toolbox-Karl-Malcolm-2013.pdf
http://www.martinezbeavers.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/Beaver-Restoration-Toolbox-Karl-Malcolm-2013.pdf


POPULARITY GROWING RAPIDLY RECENTLY



ITS NOT NEW

• The example involving 
this rodent is not new…

• Fall 1948, 76 live nuisance 
beaver from McCall 
parachuted with only one 
casualty (Heter, 1950)

• Cost per beaver 
transplant: < $16/beaver








Review: Beaver Dam Building Effects

• Hydraulic

• Hydrologic

• Geomorphic

• Ecological



Review: Beaver Dam Feedbacks



THE INCISION-
AGGRADATION
CYCLE



Lane’s Balance



USING BEAVER TO RESTORE INCISED STREAMS



THE INCISION-
AGGRADATION
CYCLE WITH 
BEAVER DAMS & 
BEAVER DAM 
ANALOGUES

What is different?



WHAT ABOUT SAGE GROUSE?
• Restoring beaver, could 

restore riparian zones, that 
could act as important 
brood rearing habitat

• Fringe between sage brush 
and riparian is critical 



WHAT ABOUT ASPEN REGENERATION?
• Healthy aspen need disturbance

– Can be fire, can be coppicing, can be disease or…. 



WHAT ABOUT DECLINING SNOWPACK?
• Could we get enough beaver dams back on 

landscape to mitigate effects of climate change?

• We need research to better 
quantify hydrologic impacts of 
beaver dams and how they scale 
up



This morning’s report
02/01/2018



TYPES OF ‘BEAVER’ RESTORATION

1. ‘Allow’ beaver to stay & promote/protect them (i.e. 
living with beaver / conservation)

2. Accidental Beaver Restoration
3. Transplant beaver from one area to an area where they 

are not currently & let them have at it
4. Riparian restoration & land use changes followed by 

transplanting beaver
5. In areas where beaver alone are not enough, help out 

with beaver dam analogues (BDAs), then hope beaver 
take over maintenance

6. Mimic beaver dam impacts with BDAs and artificially 
maintain…

KEY QUESTION: What is the best strategy? Why?
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FIND AN AREA 
IN GOOD SHAPE

Wrap it up and put a 
bow on it…
What to look for…
• Area with moderate to 

high densities of dams 
& high capacity to 
support ‘rotations’

• Keep eye on 
conservation measures 
to sustain:
– Grazing management
– Harvest 

management/protection 
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• Stream was restored in 2004ish using a 
Rosgen Restoration

• Beaver came along and made it better

Accidental Restoration – Curtis Creek



CURTIS CREEK – DELIBERATE VS. 
ACCIDENTAL RESTORATION

Look familiar?





SUMMER CHANGES IN FLOW & TEMP

Majerova, M, Neilson, BT, Schmadel, NM, Wheaton, JM and Snow, CJ, 2015. Impacts of 
beaver dams on hydrologic and temperature regimes in a mountain stream. Hydrol. Earth 
Syst. Sci., 19(8): 3541-3556. DOI: 10.5194/hess-19-3541-2015.

http://dx.doi.org/10.5194/hess-19-3541-2015
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• Focus on areas 
deemed ‘suitable’ 
for restoration

• How much effort?

Transplant to an area with suitable capacity



WHERE TO PLACE?
• Tailor short term 

expectations to existing 
capacity

• Consider long term potential 
capacity with historic 
capacity and riparian 
recovery potential

• Don’t over-seed beaver 
relative to capacity



TRANSLOCATION 
• Find a source population of nuisance 

beaver OR area with ample 
population…

• Relocate to areas with no or limited 
population & high capacity

Kent Sorenson 
(UDWR)

Nuisance beavers being translocated from Henry’s Fork to High Unitah’s (Courtesy of Sorenson)



SOME EVEN BUILD LODGES FOR BEAVER
• Building a lodge for translocated 

beaver to settle into their new 
surroundings can increase the 
chances they do work where you 
want them to

Photo courtesy of William Meyer (WDFW)

http://wdfw.wa.gov/living/beavers
.html#preventingconflicts

http://wdfw.wa.gov/living/beavers.html#preventingconflicts
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IS THIS GOOD BEAVER HABITAT?



Restore Riparian Areas
• BDAs • Riparian planting • Grazing management



RESOURCES AVAILABLE NOW
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Who needs BDAs?

• Channel incision -> stream power

• Predation risk

• Improve success of translocation



Lots of Shapes and Sizes
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SAME AS BDAs, BUT NO BEAVER

• Key difference is 
who does 
maintenance

• Resist tendency 
to over engineer

• Porosity is 
everything…. 
Think about what 
you want



Building BDAs is easy, maintain BDAs is hard
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TAKE AWAYs
• Variety of approaches to ‘use’, 

‘partner with’, or ‘mimic’ beaver 
as restoration and conservation 
tool

• DON’T apply blanket, uniform 
approach across landscape 

• Tailor solutions and adapt to 
local constraints/ opportunities

• Results are promising… but not 
full proof

© Cadel Wheaton



UTAH’S BEAVER MANAGEMENT PLAN
• Specifically relies on beaver as a 

restoration tool



UDWR BEAVER MANAGEMENT PLAN

• Awareness of non-traditional options is 
already increasing…

• Non-lethal options are being used 
throughout state



TRANSLOCATION 
• In Utah, translocation is 

already allowed under 
UDWR’s Beaver 
Management Plan

Kent Sorenson 
(UDWR)

Nuisance beavers being translocated from Henry’s Fork to High Unitah’s (Courtesy of Sorenson)



WHAT WE DID & WHAT WE WANT TO DO

• Ran BRAT for whole state
• Refine decision support elements in BRAT in 

bespoke manner for UDWR



OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

• Damage Management
– Adopt a standard response by developing an 

‘Adaptive Beaver Management Plan’

• Statewide Beaver Transplant List
– Update the transplant list and decision support 

elements of BRAT to use ‘Low Hanging Fruit 
Restoration Zone’ and ‘Quick Return Restoration Zone’ 
as candidate streams for transplanting

– Make regional prioritization/ranking more transparent 
or remove



OUR RECOMMENDATIONS

• Watershed Restoration
– Use BRAT to help scope and initially identify ‘suitable 

habitat’ for watershed restoration by beaver

• Live Trapping Protocol
– Implement the COR program to certify trappers
– Develop a simple App & web-reporting system for 

tracking translocation activities
– Replace habitat assessment section with BRAT and its 

logic
– Language surrounding ‘source population 

considerations’ is unnecessarily restrictive



Bridge Creek, OR

• Bouwes et al. (2016)

• What happened?

• Why’d they do it?

• How did it happen?



Bridge Creek, OR



Bridge Creek, OR



Bridge Creek, OR



Bridge Creek, OR



BRAT

Questions?
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